
Make Manassas your next vacation destination. Surrounded historical and natural beauty, there are 
a myriad of resorts and hotels to select. If you are confused how to pick the hotel that best cater to 
your needs and is pocket friendly consider the following seven tips to save money while booking 
hotels in Manassas VA:

1. Deals and discounts:
Hotel rates rise and fall regularly. Hotels usually slash their prices in order to avoid keeping vacant 
rooms. If you vacation in Manassas during the off-season, ask the manager to cut you a good deal 
or discount. Check travel sites for amazing discounts and deals.

2. Ask your credit card companies:
Most people don't know that credit card companies have tie ups with most hotels and resorts around
the world. The deals offered are quite astounding. In some cases you might be entitled for a free 
night stay, massage, cash back or free meals.
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3. Choose a package:
There is no doubt that choosing a travel package is economical in comparison to to making 
individual bookings for travel tickets and hotel stay. Many travel sites and travel agents are 
tied up to resorts and hotels, so they will be able to offer you remarkable offers. Make a 
thorough search online for the best of the deals.

4. Negotiate:
Negotiate with the manager further discounts and deals. You will find that most managers will 
willingly offer you good deals to ensure that the hotel is full. Your bargaining skills could land 
you a free pick up facility or even an additional night’s stay in the hotel.

5. Avoid luxuries:
If you like more of exploring the place than relaxing in the hotel room or resort then it makes 
sense to pick the hotel that doesn't offer luxuries like spa, massage center, gym, swimming 
pool and other leisure activities. The hotel has to be well-lit, kempt, and clean. Luxuries 
always have an additional price tag.

6. Location:
Utilize the internet to book your hotel, as it enables you to scan the map provided on the 
hotel’s website, which will provide some indication about the hotel’s surroundings. Pick a hotel
that is suitably located from all sightseeing destinations. This is a great way to save on 
traveling time and cost. 

7. Price comparison:
Use multiple search engines to compare hotel prices. Customers can look for low rates 
according to their travel time, date, and city. Internet can help you find the cheapest rates in 
the preferred vacation destination.

These helpful tips will not only help find the best place to stay, but also give you a memorable 
stay in Manassas, VA.


